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TREE PLANTING
What are the steps to planting a tree?

Materials Needed

Step 1

Benefits of planting trees 

Step 2 Step 3

Benefits of planting trees 

Step 4

Benefits of planting trees 

Dig a hole wide enough to allow
roots to spread and as deep as
the existing soil level in the pot.
Place pot in the hole to check if
the depth is correct.  The root
collar i.e the point where roots
meet the trunk should be at
ground level. 

Remove the tree from pot or plastic,  if
stuck gently push the sides of the pot/
plastic while pulling the tree. Holding
tree over the hole to keep original soil
loosen  roots by rubbing sides or
gently pulling to allow roots to spread
when placed in  the ground.  Place
tree in the hole ensuring it is straight
and not leaning.

Add a circle of manure to the base
of your newly planted tree. You

want it to be a minimum depth of
8-10cm. This depth will maintain
moisture during dry spells. Make
sure the manure doesn’t touch

the tree stem. Water your tree.   

Break up the soil that was removed
when digging the hole. Fill spaces
around the tree,  making sure no air
pockets remain. Don't mound soil
around root collar of the tree and leave
level with existing  soil from the pot.
Using your heel push soil around plant
to remove any air pockets and ensure
plant is firmly in place 

Trees help combat global warming
by absorbing carbon dioxide 
Trees reduce wind speeds and
cool the air  
Trees help prevent flooding and
soil erosion  
Trees provide canopy and habitat
for wildlife as well as food 

Trees improve air quality by
intercepting and trapping
pollutants from the air 
The shade from the trees
provides a useful barrier of
ultra violet radiation from   
 the sun.

 Tree benefit the community by
allowing activities such as
birdwatching, giving children
somewhere to play in. 
Planting trees contribute to
global reforestation efforts,
restoring lost forest, repairing
damaged ecosystem and
mitigating climate change. 


